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Directions To Wildwood 
Sometimes getting to Wildwood can be a bit tricky, especially if it's your first time up the 
hill. So please drive safely.  
 
Recently, some GPS systems have been directing people up to Wildwood through the town 
of Cazadero, which has not been physically possible since a flood took out the bridge at 
Austin Creek years ago. 

 
IMPORTANT: 
You can only get to Wildwood through the 
town of Guerneville at the intersection of  
CA-116/River Road and Old Cazadero Road.  
 
If your GPS directs you through the city of 
Cazadero, DO NOT FOLLOW!  
 
 

If you must use your GPS system for navigation – please only use it to navigate to: 
 CA-116 & Old Cazadero Rd Guerneville, CA 95446  
 
From this intersection you will be traveling up Old Cazadero road for exactly 5.5 miles, 
until the road dead ends, right at the Wildwood front gate.  
 
This leg of the trip can take up to 15 minutes.  
  
After the first half mile, the road will come to a 
"T" intersection.  Turn right.  You will climb a 
small hill and then it sharply curves to the left 
at the top of the hill. You will pass Fern Way 
and Arroyo. Continue forward slowly through 
the residential area until the road curves 
sharply to the right.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trivia: 

Q: When two cars approach each other on Old Cazadero Road (a one lane road),  

      Who has the right of way? 

A: The car traveling up-hill has the right of way.  If you meet a car in the road while   

      traveling up, they must yield to you.  
 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/CA-116+&+Old+Cazadero+Rd,+Guerneville,+CA+95446/@38.4962155,-123.0071019,17z/data=!4m7!1m4!3m3!1s0x808421e1e58a8ee3:0x3a21aada4dd3535c!2sCA-116+&+Old+Cazadero+Rd,+Guerneville,+CA+95446!3b1!3m1!1s0x80842
https://www.google.com/maps/place/CA-116+%26+Old+Cazadero+Rd,+Guerneville,+CA+95446/@38.4962155,-123.0071019,17z/data=%214m7%211m4%213m3%211s0x808421e1e58a8ee3:0x3a21aada4dd3535c%212sCA-116+%26+Old+Cazadero+Rd,+Guerneville,+CA+95446%213b1%213m1%211s0x808421e1e58a8ee3:0x3a21aada4dd3535c
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Landmark: 
A row of mailboxes are on the far end of the curve with the 
following sign directly to your right. 
 
Once you have made it to this point, the good news is that  
you can’t possibly get lost from here..we hope. 
 
At around 4.5 miles you will come up upon a ‘turnaround’ area 
and there will be a sign that says,  
 
"Pavement Ends...No Turn Around Next 4 Miles" 
 

This sign is incorrect.  
 

Just use this as a landmark to confirm that you headed in the right 
direction.   
 
Continue onwards for one final half mile where the road dead ends.  
 
On the left is a locked gate and on the right is the Entrance to 
Wildwood Retreat Center. 
 
Follow the driveway up 
the hill along the ridge 
until it curves to the right 
into the parking lot. 
 

To maximize parking, we ask that you please 
park vertically at an angle, being careful not to 
double park or block the fire lane.  
 
The entrance to the lodge up the stairs located just past the flag pole, and to the right.   
 
Please feel free to contact the Wildwood office if you need assistance or if further 
clarification is needed.  

 


